REGULATION OF WHEELCHAIR RUGBY TOURNAMENT

MAZOVIA CUP 2022
1. The first organizer of Wheelchair Rugby Tournament "Mazovia Cup 2022" is the Warsaw Association
of Wheelchair Rugby “Four Kings” and also co-organizer Arena Legionowo.
2. In order to participate in the Tournament "Mazovia Cup 2022" is acceptance of these Rules, send the
declaration in electronic form to the address mazovia@fourkings.pl and fee payment. Entry fee and
date of registration is publicized on the invitation.
3. The organizer provides to participants, in the range of entry fee, accommodations 02-06 November
2022, on board 02/11 – dinner, 03-05/11 - all day, 06/11 - breakfast, transfer from / to the airport and
Hall (Sunday 06/11 to the airport or to a selected hotel ), water and regeneration drinks during the
tournaments and the cast of referees. If the team requires a transfer from the airport to the hotel and
from the hall to the airport, team is obliged to send to the address mazovia@fourkings.pl an accurate
list of arrivals of individuals attached to the application form.
4. The Tournament is arranged for 8 teams. If there are more applications for participation in the
Tournament, the Organizer decides who will take part in the Tournament according to the order of
applications and level of teams. The entry fee will be returned to the team which is not shortlisted to
the Tournament.
5. If you cancel or do not attend the Tournament the Organizer does not pay back the entry fee.
6. Wheelchair Rugby Tournament "Mazovia Cup 2022" will be played according to the rules of WWR.
7. The tournament is organized for teams at the PROFESSIONAL level. The teams who are allowed to
participate in the tournament are: club teams, national development teams, mixed teams, but the
condition is that the team has max two players who were national team players of their country and
took part in the European Championships or Paraolimpic Games in 2021-2022. Please do not submit
main national teams. The organizer will check and approve player lists.
8. Teams entered for the tournament (players and Staff) are required to comply with tournament rules,
regulations of the hotel and the sports hall.
9. For any material damage caused to the hall or in the hotel are responsible those teams, whose members
have done that damage. The Organizer is entitled to request a team to cover the financial costs of the
damage.
10. Competition will be held at the Sports Hall "ARENA LEGIONOWO" on Thursday - Saturday series,
by qualifying round system in group and cross over games.
11. The Tournament Schedule with details of playing system and any organizational information will be
sent to the team representatives till 30 September 2022.
12. In case of cancellation of one or more teams the Organizer reserves the right to change the schedule
and tournament system.
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